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Our President's Perspective
Greetings to all of you 7th Inf Div vets!
I would like to reiterate our past-
President’s concern, and that is the Legacy
of the 7th Infantry Division. Gene Richards
stressed the importance of America’s

military history, and the Division’s proud record of service
in WWI, WWII, Korea and, now, Afghanistan.
I am concerned that our Association is losing its desire to
gather and associate with the people that we fought alongside
in combat, and served with in the active-duty 7th Division
during the past century. I believe that it is important that we
meet and experience the group’s camaraderie and share our
experiences, not only of our time in the military, but the
experiences, both bad and good, in our daily lives.
I am not sure that everyone is aware, but December 2017 is
the 100th anniversary of this great Division when it was
formed, and then engaged in battles, during WWI. The active-
duty Division is planning on celebrating this momentous
occasion in December 2017 at Joint Base Lewis McChord.
I would like to know, from the Association’s membership,
if they would be interested in holding a reunion with the 7th
Inf Div at JBLM at that time? I am bringing this up because,
at this time, the Association does not have any reunion
planned, although the next reunion would be scheduled for
2017.
At present, there is little or no support to hold such an event
(see Reunion Survey article p26). Whether we hold any
more reunions or not, we will keep The Hourglass
newsletter going, so keep sending your stories to the Editor
at <hourglass@7ida.us>.

Continued on Page 12
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1 Man 1 Mile
A Tribute to the Fallen
Submitteded by LeRoy Quernemon
Back in 2010 and 2012, after over 8 months of running a
marathon every day, Mike Ehredt’s amazing personal tribute
to over 6,550 fallen US servicemen and women ended at
1:30 PM on Veterans Day, 11Nov12, in Galveston, TX.

Mike Ehredt

Ehredt saluting one of the flags he placed during his
tribute.

Ehredt runs on after placing this flag in memory of  Army
Specialist Justin Hersley of Palm Beach, FL.

In 2010, Mike ran from
Astoria, OR, to
Rockland, ME, and
placed 4,424 flags, one
flag every mile, for
every US soldier and
Marine lost in Iraq.
Then, in 2012, Mike ran
from International
Falls, MN to
Galveston, TX, and

placed another 2,140 flags, honoring those US soldiers and
Marines who had died in Afghanistan.

This is a link to a moving video about Mike’s tribute run:
https://www.youtube.com/embed/GJokaiyJNVA 

Operation Just Cause Memorial
Operation Just Cause was the late-1989/early-1990
invasion of Panama by the United States. The military
incursion into Panama began on 20Dec89, at 1:00 a.m. local
time and involved 27,684 U.S. troops and over 300 aircraft.
Ground forces included units of the 7th Inf Div. The operation
was concluded on 31Jan90.

Plaque and toast
honoring PFC Allen
Stemsrud.

In Memory Of Our Fallen Soldiers
B Company, 3rd Bn, 17th Infantry
7th Infantry Division, Ft. Ord, California

CPT Richard Dawson Tyndall
SGT Sidney Tyrone Dew
SGT Antonio Bernardo Solis
Spc Rodney Lynn Blodgett
Spc Kirk Michael Magill
PV2 Charles Durward Allison
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We Get Letters
Thanks for your sympathy card at the
passing of my husband, Donald C.
Clarke, who served with the 7th
Medical in 1944-46. Don was very
proud of the 7th Division and even
had “7TH INF” as the license plate
on his car.
We were able to visit the museum at Fort
Ord a number of years ago, and on the
wall there was a picture of Don in a
landing craft with a number of soldiers.
That picture is now hanging on the wall
in our home.
I would like very much to remain a member
of the Association.

Muriel Clarke
17 Cobble Rd, O-1

Salisbury, CN  06068

Once again memories surfaced while reading
the “L-19 Shot Down By Friendly Fire”
(Sum’13) article. As a combat
photographer, when ordered to fly a
mission, time was often of the essence.
I would have to Jeep the often icy, muddy,
rutted road 7 miles to the Division air
strip in the rear, hop in a L-19 (Cessna),
fly the mission, and return to the Photo
Section with the film which was then
processed, printed, and sent to HQ for
analysis. A time consuming process to
say the least.
That was until I remembered a childhood
game I had played with toy lead soldiers
in the Bronx, NY during WWII. In those
days everyone had handkerchiefs and we
would go up to the rooftops of nearby 5-
story apartment houses, fashion a simple
“parachute” out of our handkerchiefs,

tie them to our lead soldiers, and
drop them over the side. Well, I did
that with film I shot - I put the
film into containers attached to
similar parachutes. The pilot would
then buzz the Photo Lab at tree top

level, lab men would come out and catch
the film, process it, and have the prints
on their way before I  returned to the
Photo Section.

On a few
occasions,
because the
L-19 pilots
would skim
just over
the tree
and hill
tops to
a v o i d
announcing
our arrival
over enemy
lines as
well as to
get closer
p h o t o
opportun-
ities, we
were fired

SGT Samson Rosenfeld, holding a
K-20 camera out the side of a L-19,
ready for takeoff in N. Korea, 1953.
Photographer not known.
upon by small arms. As a result, after
getting the pictures, I would drop hand
grenades on the enemy positions as we
turned to race back over the MLR to the
airstrip. I never knew if I did any damage
or not!

Sam Rosenfeld
6570 Kelvin Ave.

Canoga Park, CA 91306
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We Get Letters continued
I was wondering if the Korean Defense
period was 1954-71, or 1968-73?
I served from 1955-57 and spent from
Mar’56 until Aug’57 in Korea. I was a
Specialist 3rd class (Sp3), serving with
the mortar platoon of H Co, 32nd Inf.
Our company commander was CPT Newstadt
and our platoon sergeant was SGT John
Gaydosh. We were always going to the
field, leaving our compound for days at
a time.
It was in defense of Korea and we were
the only Division facing an enemy at
that time. Yet I never see articles
mentioning that time period, and I’m
probably your only member from that
period. I think that if there were some
mention of that period following the war,
perhaps more would join.
I was stationed in Pusan for 4 months and
then went to Camp Hovey for the remainder
of my time. Camp Hovey had a water bag
near HQ and that was it…no showers…and
the food was rations and dehydrated milk,
etc..

Part of the weapons platoon in Korea, Dec’56. L to R:
Robinson, Cummings, & Martorano.

Many of us are in our late 70s and 80s
but we remember that time and will never
forget it. It would be nice if someone
remembered me – if they do I’d like to
hear from them.

Salvatore J. Martorano
9655 Campi Drive

Lake Worth, FL  33467
Editor’s note: Officially the “Defense of Korea” began
28Jul54 and continues to this day. The Department of
Defense has authorized the Korean Defense Service
Medal for personnel who have served 30 consecutive
(or 60 non-consecutive) days in the Korean theater. It
is retroactive to 29Jul54 and can be noted in your official
military records on file at the National Personnel Records
Center in St. Louis, MO. There were articles concerning
this medal in the Winter 2004 and Summer 2011 issues
of The Hourglass.
And there are over 230 7IDA members who served in
Korea from 1954-71, so Mr. Martonaro is certainly not
the only member from that time period. The reason
there is not more coverage of that period in The
Hourglass is that those 230 members don’t submit
material for publication. If you send me something, I’ll
be more than happy to put it in this newsletter (unless it
has already been published).

My father, a master sergeant during WWII,
had told me, “Don’t volunteer and be
last in line.” My orders said to report
between 12 noon on 12Apr70 and 12 noon on
13Apr70. I arrived at Fort Lewis around
0800 but, because of my dad’s advice, I
hung around until the 1100 formation on
April 13th - the last formation scheduled
in my orders.
When we got in formation, the Captain
came out and said, “Come back at noon.”
At noon, he said, “Come back at one.” At
one o’clock he said, “President Nixon is
diverting troops from Vietnam.” “Great,”
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We Get Letters continued
I thought, “but not combat troops,
probably a few Command Sergeants Majors
and some officers.” Then the Captain
called out for the following MOSs: “11A.”
“Oh no,” I thought, “I’m 13B and not
13A.” Then the captain said “13A.” Then
“13B” and I just about collapsed.
Fort Lewis was not really prepared to
accommodate us for the 11-day wait until
our orders for Korea were issued, so we
hung around the transit barracks in the
same clothes, our Class-A greens, for 11
days! All we had. You haven’t experienced
life until you wear the same shirt and
tie for 11 days straight. We used to say,
"Just lean your trousers against the bunk
when you go to sleep." Somehow we didn’t
mind.
On the other hand, the Army should not
have put us in the same barracks as our
comrades from our training outfit who
didn’t have a father as smart as mine,
and showed up for the 0900 and 1000
formations and were sent off to Nam.
I arrived in Korea on the 24Apr70 and was
assigned to a Special Weapons artillery
unit, 6th Bn, 80th Arty at Camp Knox,
just outside of Pob-wah-ni, about a mile
or two from RC1 (Recreation Center 1) in
Yong-ju-gol.
My commander, Captain Keith, and I had a
pretty good relationship because I kept
the orderly room in order and he never
had to worry about administration - he
could just “captain.”  BUT at Saturday
morning formation he was always on me
about being in perfect uniform. I was
always challenging him to find something
wrong. Then I got lucky…the unit badge,
the one we wore on our epaulets - I found
one in the village that had the colors
reversed! I put the real one on one
shoulder and the phony one on the other. 

The authorized 80th Arty unit pin, and the unauthorized
unit pin (R) with the colors reversed, missed during
inspection.
He never caught it. I think I still have
them.

Douglas H. Drake
77-6469 Ali’i Drive # 126
Kailua Kona, HI   96740

916 212-4490
<capndrakedav@konacondo.biz>

My husband, Robert Reed, a long-time
member of the 7IDA, died 8Dec15. He was
so proud to be a 7IDA member and to have
served with the 48th Field Artillery,
7th Division in Korea. He incorporated
the hourglass emblem into various phases
of his everyday life. He made this banner
that he hung in our living room, he wore
7IDA t-shirts, a 7ID belt buckle and a
7ID cap. He put a bumper sticker and
decal on the rear window of our car and
7IDA license plate holders around our
license plates.
He asked me to photograph him next to the
car - he was so pleased to put the 7ID on
display! Sadly, he didn’t live long enough
to see these photos, but he told me when
I took them that he wanted to send them
to you. He wanted to donate the banner to
the Division.
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If you could, would you please publish
these photographs in his memory? I will
then feel that I have completed his last
request. He may have been out of the
Army, but the Army always remained in
him. He was always a soldier - an
“Hourglass” soldier.

He was buried, with full military honors,
in the National Veteran’s Cemetery at
Bourne. MA.

Susan Reed
10 Brook Haven Dr. #3A
Attleboro, MA  02703
<Sreed95@yahoo.com>

Reed standing by
his car. Look at all
that advertising!

The banner Reed
made and had
hanging in his home.

We Get Letters continued

To the right is the front page of the
Pacific edition of the Stars and Stripes,
25Jan68, announcing the USS Pueblo
hijacking that took place on 23Jan68. I
was a Specialist E6 Chemical Operations
Specialist (Fallout Prediction) in Korea
at the time serving with the 7th Div’s
Supply & Transportation Bn at Camp
Casey. The other newspaper article is
about some troops of the 2nd Bn, 31st Inf
after an ambush 300 yards south the DMZ
that killed 3 GIs. The soldier in the
foreground, holding an M-14, is SGT David
Bunnell of Co. B.

Newspaper clipping about a N. Korean ambush.

The Quonset hut orderly room of the 7th S&T Bn at
Camp Casey, taken some time in 1967.
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We Get Letters continued

This snapshot was taken just before the
Japanese flag was removed after flying
over the Republic of Korea for about 35
years, and before the 38th parallel line
was established.  My unit, I Co., 3rd
Bn., 32nd Reg., 7th Inf. Div., had the
honor of liberating the Korean people.

The
Japanese
flag flying
over the
Korean
capitol.

When I was discharged in 1953 I received
the “normal” DD214 listing my service
and awards. I noticed that although it
showed I had been awarded the Purple
Heart, the form did not list the location,

MAJ John W. Overton, (Ret.) USA
Houston, TX

<DrJWOverton@aol.com>
281-890-0541 

I also have the distinction of being the
only PVT(E2) to serve as a battalion S-
2/3. The S-2/3 OIC and NCOIC had left for
the states, so I became the battalion’s
S-2/3. This was most likely because I
had nearly finished Armor OCS before being
sent to Korea. Anyway, I ran that shop
until I came back to CONUS. I eventually
was discharged with the rank of E6.

Alan Skeels
419 N S Elgin Blvd
S. Elgin, IL  60177

<askeels@sbcglobal.net>

near Kumhwa, where I had been wounded.
I wanted that information to appear on
my DD214 so, around 2012, I applied with
the Army Board for Correction of Military
Records to have my records corrected. In
April 2013 I finally received notice that
my records had been corrected. Included
in the corrections, now listed on a DD215,
was the location where I was wounded and
the award of the Vietnam Gallantry Cross
with Palm & the Korean Presidential Unit
Citation.
I just wanted everyone to know that they
can have their records reviewed, and
changed if necessary. It’s “first come,
first served” so the process can take a
while.

Joseph Vieck, Sr.
4054 S. Vieck Rd.

Vincennes, IN  47591
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We Get Letters continued
Recently, while cleaning out my house, I
came across the Division’s 1968 Christmas
card from Korea. I thought your readers
might like to see it.

The outside of the card shows the stained
glass window of the 7ID memorial chapel
at Camp Casey.
I served with 7ID Hq from Sep’68-Oct’69.

COL John Plaschkes (Ret)
3333 Henry Hudson Parkway #17G

Bronx, NY  10463

The 7ID’s 1968 Christmas card.

A Powerful Memorial From a
Powerful Ally

James Riddle, graduate of INF OCS class 502-69
This is Israel’s memorial to 9/11. It is called the 9/11 Living
Memorial Plaza, and was completed in 2009. It cost $2
million and sits on 5 hillside acres, 20 miles from the center
of Jerusalem. The site solemnly overlooks Jerusalem’s
largest cemetery, Har HaMenuchot.
The memorial, a 30’ bronze American flag in the shape of a
flame, commemorates the flames of the Twin Towers. The
base of the monument, made of melted steel from the wreckage
of the World Trade Center includes a plaque in Hebrew and
English (inset & bottom left of this page).

The metal remnant was taken from the remains of the Twin
Towers that imploded on September 11th disaster. It was
sent over to Israel by the City of New York to be incorporated
into this memorial. This metal piece, like the entire monument,
is a manifestation of the special relationship between New
York and Jerusalem.
Surrounding the monument are plaques with the names of all
the victims of 9/11. It is the only memorial outside the U.S.
that includes the names of  all who perished in the terrorist
attacks, including 5 Israeli citizens.
The monument is often used for memorial and commemoration
services.
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Seekers Page

I am trying to build a shadow box to
honor my grandfather, CPL JohnA. Wierkowski, who passedaway a couple years ago. Heserved in the US Army duringWorld War II, but I have verylittle information on himbecause he never really talkedabout it much. The few things thatI do have, I am trying to piecetogether accurately.
I have a Separation Qualification Record document thatshows him in the Pacific theatre, sometime between Sep’43-Dec’45, as a bridge carpenter, a general carpenter and autility repairman. I have multiple patches he possessed which,from the research I have done, might be conflicting. I have a101st Airborne patch, an Army Air Forces patch, and a 7th
Infantry Division patch. From what I have researched, if hewas with the 7ID, he most likely would have deployed withthe 13th Eng (Combat) Bn. I am just trying to find out asmuch information about this as I can. I appreciate any helpand information that you can provide.

SSGT Keith Wuetig, USAF
<kwuetig@gmail.com>

Editor’s note: The 101st Airborne did not serve in the
Pacific theater during WWII, so he was not assigned to
that Division. It’s possible he was assigned as a
carpenter with an Army Air Corps unit, as it did not
become the USAF until 1947.

I am writing on behalf of Norman D.
Bennett who served in Korea
from around Dec’54 to May’56
at Camp Casey. Mr. Bennett
told me that he was in Co H, 31st
Inf Rgmt and then transferred to
the 7th Replacement Co.
He is looking for any documentation that proves he was there.
We have tried to find information from the Army, the National
Personnel Center and even the Navy, all without success.
Perhaps one of your readers can remember Mr. Bennett at
Camp Casey during this time frame? Any help will be greatly
appreciated.
Please contact Mr. Bennett directly at:

Norman D. Bennett
PO Box 162
Saratoga, WY 82331-0162
Phone 307-326-5906

Cynthia M. Lummis
Member of Congress, Wyoming

Do you have any members who served in B Co, 2d Bn, 31st
Inf in 1967?  I’m looking for some buddies to help with an
Agent Orange medical claim. I’m looking for some

verification that I served in that unit at that time.
I appreciate your help - hopefully someone will recognize

me.
Clyde Casler, Jr.
(517) 651-6323

<louanncasler@icloud.com>

I am seeking information about my wife’s father, Clarence
A. Lake, who was assigned to M Co, 7th Inf, Korea from
28May52-27Feb54. All it says on his DD214 is “M Co, 7th
Inf” - we don’t know any more about his service.
He should be easily remembered - he was 7’1” tall.

Richard Marchildon
<reddog777@nwcable.net>

Editor’s note: It might be the 7th Inf Rgt, 3rd Inf Div,
which was in Korea at that time. That would be more
probable because a Regiment would have a “M
Company,” whereas the 7th Division wouldn’t normally
have a company-sized Infantry unit directly under it.
Mr. Marchildon was supplied with contact information
for the 7th Inf Rgt Assn.
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I am trying to find any available information about my
grandmother’s brother, PFC Clyde L. Norman. He was
declared MIA on 09Jul53 after his unit’s actions at Pork
Chop Hill in Korea. We understand that because of the
political situation with North Korea we might never recover
his remains, but I was wondering if you might be able to
help me give my grandmother the gift of more information
regarding her brother.
Do you know if there is any way to contact survivors of the
Division from that time? Is there a Facebook Page or a
website where members connect to which I might be able to
gain access? I realize that, with his generation getting older,
this might be a shot in the dark but I want to do anything that
I can to help my grandmother, and her one remaining sister,
find as much closure as they can.
Thank you, in advance, for any assistance you might be able
to offer.

Marcy Comstock
<marcycomstock@gmail.com>

Seekers continued

How I  Won The War - David Keefe
Part 3
Welcome back to more of my exploits while I served with
the 15th AAA AW Bn during the Korean War. In my last
article I was speaking about some humorous memories from
my time in Korea. These are some more recollections of the
vagaries of war.
In combat, when your concentration is focused mostly on
taking care of yourself and your men, keeping track of
individual pieces of equipment isn’t necessarily at the top of
your list of concerns. Say you’re out in the open in camp on a
quiet day with some miscellaneous pieces of equipment and
clothing scatted about and the enemy begins shelling you.
Everyone runs for cover, leaving everything where it lies.
Later, after the shelling has stopped, you may or may not
recover all the gear that was sitting there when the shelling
began. A fairly normal occurrence in a war.

Well, I ran up against a new supply officer who was dedicated
to maintaining a strict inventory of all equipment and supplies
in a combat zone just like he had done back in the good ol’
USA. Naturally we had a few clashes over this sort of thing,
but he outranked me and had the backing of the Battery
Commander so I was always having to come up with some
excuse for losing this and that.
Just outside our command post bunker there was a supply
trailer parked under some camouflage netting. One day the
Chinese opened up on our location for about 2 hours, during
which time they made a direct hit on that supply trailer,
blowing the trailer and everything in it to smithereens. From
that day on, every time the supply officer asked me where
something was that had been lost I told him, “it was in the
trailer.” By the time I left, that trailer would have had to
have been the size of about three 18-wheelers to contain all
the things that I told him had been in that trailer. But, he left
me alone after that because he knew that whatever loss he
was concerned about, it also would have been in that trailer.
The main supply route (MSR) was normally a target for
enemy artillery interdiction fire. We all knew this and tried
to schedule our trips on the MSR to times we hoped were
less subject to this enemy fire. One day, my Jeep driver and I
were headed along the MSR going back to the rear when
intense incoming fire started landing around us. It was a
narrow 2-lane road, with barely enough room for 2 vehicles
to pass abreast. Our Jeep and a deuce-and-a half truck met in
the middle of the road and our front tire hit the front wheel of
the truck. I went flying out of the Jeep, over its flattened
windshield, never touching the Jeep, and landed on the side
of the road. I was basically okay and my driver managed to
stop the barely damaged Jeep so I could jump back in. We
got out of there as quickly as possible - lucky to be alive.
In future installments I’ll recount more of my contributions
to winning the war.

David Keefe
PO Box 4820

Saratoga Spgs, NY  12866
<dkpvny@gmail.com>
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SGT Patterson inspecting a DMZ bunker, 1969.

President continued from Page 1
I am open to any suggestions as to how we can advance this
great Association. My personal email address is
<richardpdick@aol.com>, so please keep in touch. I will
always be happy to hear from you.

Your President,

Richard Patterson

Sp4 Patterson at Inchon, 1969

SGT Patterson at RC3 in the DMZ, 1969.
“You don’t win a war by dying for your country.
You win a war by making the other s.o.b. die for
his.”  Patton

Military Wisdom
 Never tell the Platoon Sergeant you have

nothing to do.
 Don’t draw fire - it irritates the people around

you.
 If you find yourself in a fair fight, you didn’t

plan your mission properly.
 When you’re short of everything but the

enemy - you’re in combat.
 Make it tough enough for the enemy to get

in and you won’t be able to get out.
 Coffee tastes better if the latrines are dug

downstream from an encampment.
 Incoming fire has the right-of-way!
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From Your Treasurer Operating Statement

Doug Halbert

Treasurer & Roster Manager

10/1/2015 through 3/31/2016 (Cash Basis)
INCOME

Donations
Booster 525.00
UNARx Plan 28.00
Unrestricted 75.00

Total Donations 628.00
Dues Income

Dues:2015-17 9,550.00
Dues: Special 10.00
Dues in Reserve: 2017-19 500.00

Other Income 50.00
Quartermaster Sales 1,369.50

TOTAL  INCOME $ 12,107.50
EXPENSES

Computer Maintenance 30.00
Web Site 283.30
Hourglass 6,500.00
Merchandise Inventory 38.40
Postage

President 5.05
Treasurer 167.00

Total Postage 172.05
Quartermaster

Inventory Purchases 175.43
Postage 195.92

Total Quartermaster 371.35
TOTAL  EXPENSES $  7,111.80

OVERALL  TOTAL $  4,995.70
Balance Sheet - As of 4/4/2016

ASSETS
Bank Accounts

Bank of America – 33409918020 30,361.06
Certificate of Deposit         1,502.41
Petty Cash - Quartermaster 300.00
Total Cash & Bank Accounts 32,163.47

Credit Card Accounts
B of A Corporate Credit Card -2.96

Total Credit Card Accounts -2.96
LIABILITIES

Pending Reimbursement 0.00
TOTAL  LIABILITIES 0.00
TOTAL  LIABILITIES & EQUITY $32,160.51

Most important is the financial status of our organization. If
it were not for the support of our members who are over 85,
who previously had been exempt from dues, we would
probably be in financial trouble. I cannot tell you how grateful
your Officers and Governors are for their understanding and
support relating to the changes in our by-laws which made
them responsible for dues again. Without their support we
would be facing financial problems.
Our balance sheet is healthy, with over $30,000.00 to support
our activities until the next dues cycle in 2017. Another
contribution to our financial strength was the fact that our
Hourglass Editor, Quartermaster and Treasurer all donated
their honorariums and expenses reimbursements back to the
Association.
That was the good news. Now for the bad news - our paid
membership has dropped from the 761 in the last reporting
period to 485 today. Additionally, we acquired only two
new members in the last 6-month period. Please remember
that we all need to be recruiters for the organization. It is
regrettable but, for whatever reason, we do not seem to attract
new members from the active duty units of the Division. If
anyone has any suggestions on how to increase membership,
I will certainly welcome them. I have about exhausted my
bag of tricks.
The members also have to remember to keep their mailing
address, phone number & eMail address information up-to-
date. Many of our membership losses are due to members
failing to notify the Roster Manager of their change of
address.
Let's keep our Association going, so go out and recruit new
members!
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QM's Corner

Dan McPharlin

Quartermaster
102 Danvers Court

Oakley, CA 94561-5047
Tel: (925) 308-4337

eMail: <qm@7ida.us>

Dog Tags Get Updated
Daniela Vestal, U.S Army Human Resources Command
Public Affairs
After more than four decades, the identification tags issued
to all soldiers, commonly called “dog tags,” are getting an
update. In accordance with Dept. of Defense guidance
governing the reduction of the use of Social Security numbers,
the Army has set up new procedures to replace soldiers’
Social Security numbers with their Dept. of Defense
identification numbers. The number will be a 10-digit,
randomly-generated number.

A metal embossing
machine is used to
make ID tags at the
Soldier Readiness
P r o c e s s i n g
building on Fort
Knox, KY.
P h o t o :Da n ie l a
Vestal

The removal of the Social Security number from ID tags is
one of the ways the Army is safeguarding the personally-
identifiable information of its soldiers. The required change
was first outlined in the DOD Social Security Number
Reduction Plan and the Task Force on Identity Theft Strategic
Plan in 2007.
Since then, the Army has been searching for a way to replace
the Social Security number on the ID tag soldiers wear. What
might seem to be a simple task turned out not to be. The
Army used several systems tied to a soldier’s Social Security
number, all for different purposes. Each of these systems
had to be retooled to work with one another and the DOD ID
number.
The DOD ID number is currently used on ID cards and
TRICARE will be using it in the future. More and more
systems are going go to the DOD ID number as technology
catches up and the Social Security number is phased out.
Condensed from an article in the 17Dec15 JBLM Northwest
Guardian

The QM store had a flurry of orders after the last Hourglass
came out and has now settled down to a steady pace of
purchases. I had noticed that, during our 2015 reunion, the
wives of our members bought medium-size grey Association
t-shirts to show support for their husband’s service in the 7th
Division. Because of that, only our medium grey t-shirts will
now be priced at $5.00 each, which includes the postage
from California to the member’s home address. These grey
t-shirt orders will have to be done by letter, sent with a check,
because our Internet site is not set up to sell these shirts. Just
as a reminder, we are not set up for any credit card orders
over the phone.
I encourage you to always wear something with the 7th IDA
logo on it when you’re out in public to “advertise” the
Association. It’s a good way to recruit folks who are not
aware of our Association.
Recently, to advertise our Association’s web site, I have
joined a few Internet veterans’ groups that are on Facebook
so they can look us over and possibly become members. The
response has been very good, especially on the Operation
Just Cause - Panama veteran site and the Ft. Ord, CA veteran
site. These web sites have 7th Inf Div veterans, and they
have told me that they are visiting the 7th Infantry Division
Association web site. When I post an account of my time
there, in 1968, with pictures of that era, the younger 1985-90
vets love to see the Army jeeps and equipment we used and
wore almost 50 years ago. I marvel at their HMMWVs (aka
the Humvee) that they drove with TOW missiles mounted on
them.
As always if you have any questions about the merchandise,
contact me and I will answer your query.
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The End of Sniper Ridge
Joseph Vieck
I got to Korea in early 1952, and ended up spending the
entire time up on the front lines, serving with F Co, 2nd Bn,
31st Inf Rgt. I accumulated rotation points so quickly that I
never missed a Christmas at home! In 2014, when I saw the
movie “The American Sniper,” it brought back memories of
my time at Sniper Ridge in October 1952.
We had been in battle for 2 weeks in the Triangle Hill area,
and we were scheduled to return to the rear. Prior to leaving
though we had to “police” the battlefield. During this cleanup,
I met our Platoon Sergeant, SFC Roger Good, and we
decided to head back to the Company area together. Our unit
had suffered horrendous casualties - he and I were the only
survivors out of our 30-man platoon.
Our route back down off Triangle Hill took us near Sniper
Ridge, which had been named because of an enemy sniper
operation dug in on the ridge. As we were walking along I
noticed an 18x30” opening about 50’ away, and looking out
at us was a Chinese soldier. I told SFC Good about what I
had seen and we knew that we could not go back or ahead
without being mowed down. SFC Good said, “I have a
grenade I’ll put in there.” I told him I had a white phosphorus
(WP) grenade and gave it to him. He threw the WP grenade
in first, followed by the fragmentation grenade. There must
have been a large supply of ammunition in there because it
started exploding, like a loud popcorn popper, and continued
for several hours.

decided to stay overnight and inspect the damage in the
morning. So, we found a large artillery crater and settled in
for the night.
At first light we moved slowly to the bunker. The Chinese
had tunneled 18’ in to the back side of the ridge, through
almost solid rock, to make the sniper position. I stayed outside
while SFC Good went in, and shortly he passed out a
Russian-made .31 caliber machinegun mounted on a 2-
wheeled carriage. It was this weapon that had earned the
ridge the name of “Sniper Ridge” - but the enemy never sniped
at us again from that ridge.

 A Chinese gun crew
firing a machinegun
during the Korean War.

A simple contour map of the Triangle Hill area.

We looked down the back
side of the ridge and
watched enemy troops
streaming from their hiding
places dug in to the side
of the ridge. We wanted to
see what we had done with
our 2 grenades, so we

We made our way back to our Company area, along with the
machinegun we had captured. We turned it over to our
Battalion commander, MAJ Warren Phillips. He asked me
to accept a battlefield commission, but I turned him down
when he told me I would have to stay in Korea longer. I told
him, “Two more hours is too much time to spend on the front
lines, so ‘thanks, but no thanks.’” I had been promoted from
PVT to SFC in 9 months - I just wanted to go home alive.
Our “exploits” in capturing the machinegun were written up
in an October ’52 article published in the Stars & Stripes.

“A good battle plan that you act on today can
be better than a perfect one tomorrow.” Patton
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SGT George F. Noland and the Battle of Attu Island, 1943
- Ephriam D. Dickson III, Dep. Chief, Field Museums, US Army Ctr of Military History
Call of Duty, Dec’15, Army Historical Foundation
Six months after their surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, the
Japanese military expanded its control into the north Pacific.
In June 1942, they launched an air raid against the U.S. naval
base at Dutch Harbor, Alaska, and then landed troops on the
islands of Kiska and Attu at the far end of the Aleutians.
Concerned that Japan might use these islands to launch air
raids against the Pacific Northwest, especially targeting the
Boeing bomber plant and Bremerton Navy Yard in Seattle,
the United States Army was sent to fight both enemy forces
and the harsh Arctic environment in an effort to retake the
Aleutian Islands.
This difficult assignment was given to the newly reformed
7th Infantry Division. Completing its desert training at Fort
Ord, CA, in preparation for deployment to North Africa, the
division quickly changed to amphibious assault training for
the Aleutian Islands Campaign instead. In early May 1943,
more than 15,000 Soldiers arrived in Alaska aboard ships in
preparation for Operation Landcrab, the landing on Attu
Island at the far end of the Aleutian chain. This would be the
only land battle of World War II fought on American soil.
Among the Soldiers who landed that day was 25-yr-old
Technician 4th Class George F. Noland of the U.S. Army’s
Signal Corps. Having graduated high school in 1936, Noland
apprenticed as a photographer in Minneapolis before being
drafted into the Army in 1941. He initially went through
infantry training but, once his special talents were recognized,
he was diverted to the Signal Corps school to become a
combat photographer.
In early 1942, Noland was assigned to the headquarters staff
of the Alaskan Defense Command, commanded by the
indomitable Major General Simon B. Buckner, and completed
his first photographic assignment documenting the
construction of the Alaska-Canada Highway by the Corps of
Engineers. Then, in early 1943, he was ordered to join the
7th Division for their assault on Attu Island.
On the morning of 11May43, Noland later recalled, they
waited in the cold fog as the LCVPs (Landing Craft, Vehicle,
Personnel) were loaded. “We had our victory dinner and

cake 48 hours previously, so we were on K rations before
the landing,” he explained. “We had our boat assignment and
were just waiting for the order. Then came the order: ‘Assault
wave, man your boats! Lower boats! Away all boats, away!’
With tongue in cheek, I scrambled aboard.” Armed with a
camera, Noland went ashore with some of the first waves on

the northeastern end of the wind-
swept island and spent the next
two weeks documenting the 7th
Infantry Division’s advance.
In all, SGT Noland produced
more than 200 photographs of
their advance across Attu Island,
from Holtz Bay until the final
surprise Japanese suicidal attack
(or “banzai charge”) on May 29
near Chichagof Bay. Writing
many years later, Noland
recalled the hard fighting on Attu

SGT George F. Noland.
Photo: U.S. Army

Landing barge at Red Beach.
Photo: SGT George F. Noland

Island. “So, tonight, all these years later, I’m enjoying a few
brandies and soda and looking to the northwest towards a
place called ‘Little Falls Cemetery’ where we buried a lot
of swell fellows. Skol! To our departed comrades, may they
rest in peace.”
Every Soldier, like SGT Noland, has a story to tell.
Fortunately, with the National Museum of the U.S. Army,
their important stories will have a place to be preserved and
retold, so that their acts of bravery and sacrifice will not be
forgotten.
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Military Belt
Black web belt with brass
military 7 th Inf. Div. belt
buckle.
$15.00 each

Unit Pins
The authorized 7th ID unit
pins. One for each epaulet.
$7.00 each

Hat Pins
$5.00 each

http://7ida.us/

Dog Tag Key Ring
$9.00 each

Round Key Ring
$9.00 each

7th IDA Tie Bar
$9.00 each

Lapel Pin
$7.00 each

7th IDA License Plate Holder

1 .......... $ 7.00
2 .......... $11.00
3 .......... $15.00

4 .......... $19.00
5 .......... $23.00
6 .......... $27.00

Pricing

Order of the Bayonet Pin
$9.00 each

17th InfantryRegiment 31st InfantryRegiment

Car Window Decal
2¾" diameter.
$3.50 each

7th IDA Insignia Decal
4½" diameter
$4.00 each

Crests $7.00 each
32nd InfantryRegiment

The Quartermaster’s StoreThe Quartermaster’s Store

7th IDA Bumper Sticker
$3.00 each
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Packing & shipping included. State color & size choices.Make check, for the total cost of your order payable to:
“7th Infantry Division Association”and mail your order to:
7th Infantry Division AssociationDan McPharlin, Quartermaster102 Danvers CourtOakley, CA 94561-5047Tel: (925) 308-4337<qm@7ida.us>

7th IDA T-shirts
Black only
M, L, XL or XXL
Call QM for available sizes.
$20.00 each
While they last, gray T-
shirts,  M only
$5.00 each

1952 Yearbook
History of the 7th Div in Korea,
Published by the 7ID Public
Information Office with photos
by the 7th Signal Co. and the US
Army Signal Corps.

1954 Yearbook
300 pages of photos and text
originally printed by Division
Command.

Association Publications
"The Hourglass" 1946 - 2011
plus
Yearbooks for 1974, 1977,
1981, 1985, 1991 & 1995.

Hourglass Patch
$6.50 each

7th ID Historical CDs
In FREE Adobe Reader PDF format.
$9.00 each

NEW!

7th ID “Hourglass” cap, one
size fits all. Available in

black only.
$14.00 each

Caps
The official Association “bill
cap”, one size fits all. Available
in red, black or white. State
preference.
$14.00 each

7th IDA Souvenir Brass Coin
7th Inf. Div. (light), 1980’s & 90’s, 1½" diameter.
$3.00 each

7th IDA Patch
$5.00 each

7th IDA Challenge Coin
1¾” diameter, weighs 1.3 ounces. Obverse is red, white and
black enamel w/clear epoxy coating. Reverse is red, black
and bronze.

10.00 each
2 for $18.00
5 for $40.00

special
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7ID DMZ Sector 1970-71
Our Quartermaster, Dan McPharlin, sent in this collage of 9
maps showing the 7ID’s sector of the Korean DMZ. They
have been combined and annotated to show the locations of
the 3rd Bn, 32nd Inf during their tour of duty there from
Aug’70-Apr’71.
The Military Demarcation Line (MDL) is shown in yellow
at the upper L corner of the map. This is the actual border
between the 2 Koreas. The southern barrier fence is the red
line just under the MDL, about 2 km from the MDL. The
eastern and western borders of the Bn’s area of responsibility
are shown in green.

Map of the 7ID’s sector of the Korean DMZ.

1LT Jerry Piller, HG Editor, on duty in the TOC,
Christmas 1970.

 Libby Bridge, NE of Cp Matta

Cp Matta seen from the air.
Camp Matta was a permanent base camp, with Quonset huts
and other permanent buildings, where personnel were
stationed when not actually on duty at the barrier fence, the
TOC, or one of the outposts. When accessing the area north
of the Imjin River from Cp Casey vehicles were driven across
Libby Bridge, NE of Cp Matta. Freedom Bridge to the SW
of Cp Matta was the access point for Panmunjom. Camp
Casey is located out of frame to the right, about 15.5 miles
to the east.
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7th IDA 2015 Reunion cont...

The TOC (circled) in the backside of Holmdahl Hill. This
view is looking towards No. Korea. The TOC’s “arsenal” with which to defend themselves.

Out at one of the outposts, looking back towards the
southern barrier fence..
The tactical operations center (TOC) was dug into the south
side of Holmdahl Hill, located just south of the barrier fence.
Between the barrier fence and the MDL were 3 hilltop,
manned outposts - Turner, Hendrix and Dessart. These
looked directly down in to No. Korea.
The individual maps are available on the Internet and, if
you’re interested, the Editor would be happy to send you the
URLs for them.

Miltary Spending
Below is a comparison of the increase (or decrease) in
military spending, between 2007-2014, by a number of
countries.
If history is any predictor of the possible consequences
of this sort of thing, the US should beware in the years
ahead. We did this same sort of thing after both WWI
and WWII.

China  + 67%
United Arab Emirates  + 135%
Russia  + 97%
Saudi Arabia  + 112%
India  + 39%
So. Korea  + 34%
Australia  + 27%
USA  - 0.4%
France  - 3.2%
Britain  - 5.5%

Source: The American Legion Magazine, August 2015
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Bayonet Badge Holders Sought
Jerry Piller, Editor

At the reunion last September, during a tour of 7ID Hq, we
found that a ledger book has been generated of those holding
the Bayonet Badge. At present, the book only contains the
names of those who have recently been inducted into the
Order of the Bayonet, which is a recognition program for
7ID soldiers who have performed in an outstanding manner
(Sum’15). The Division acknowledges that there are many
recipients who received the Bayonet Badge for their service
in Korea, and would like to include them in the ledger book.
So, I am looking for the names of our members who were
awarded the Bayonet Badge for their service between 1950-
71. Personally, I was given an official set of orders awarding
me the Bayonet Badge under the provisions of 7ID Reg 672-
10 Para 3. To date I have been unable to locate a copy of this
regulation, but I do have a copy of the orders awarding me
the Bayonet Badge.
If you were awarded the Bayonet Badge, please send me
your name and the period of service for which you were
given this award on or before 15Aug16. This information
will be passed on to the Commanding General, 7th Infantry
Division.

Stuck In The Mud!
Dan McPharlin, Quartermaster
Recon Plt., HHC, 1st Bn, 31st Rgt, 7th ID
One day, we got a call to go from Camp Matta up to the
barrier fence and a couple of jeeps were dispatched. I drove
my jeep along with one of our SGTs (E-5) who came with
me. The main road we traveled on took us to the road that
runs parallel along the barrier fence and the bunkers stationed
there. My SGT wanted to be the first jeep to the bunker so he
told me to cut across the field and thru a small pond, straight
to the bunker. I stopped the jeep and told him that we do not
know how deep the water was. He ordered me to proceed
and, half way across, the jeep got stuck and, even in 4 wheel
drive, it would not move.
Now he was mad and was going to have wet feet. When he
got out, he ordered me to stay with the jeep. He then was
able to get a ride back to camp. I stayed all night at the barrier.
Luckily, there were troops patrolling along the fence and they
had galvanized culvert halves with a bucket of fuel oil burning
for illumination to light up the night. In the early morning an
APC (armored personal carrier) came by and I asked if he
could pull me out. He gave me a cable to attach to the jeep
and, with no strain, pulled the jeep out. I drove back to Camp
Matta and turned in the jeep. I heard later the SGT was
reprimanded for leaving me out there alone.

In the Defense of Korea
Here is breakdown of the 231 7IDA members who served in
Korea from 1954 until 1971. The figures add up to 419
because if a member’s tour spanned 2 calendar years they
are counted once in each year. For example, the Editor’s
tour was from Jan’70 until Feb’71 so he is counted in both
years.

1954 = 72 1955 = 44 1956 = 33 1957=  22
1958 = 18 1959 = 15 1960 = 18 1961 = 20 
1962 = 19 1963 = 17 1964 = 15 1965 = 11     
1966 = 18 1967 = 241 1968 = 30
1969 = 38 1970 = 27 1971 = 5

A MP recon escort jeep at one of the outposts inside
the DMZ.
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Agent Orange in Korea 1963-71
Jerry Piller, Editor
Agent Orange and other defoliant chemicals (dioxins) were
used in South Korea for a number of years, going back to
1963, while US troops were stationed there, especially along
the DMZ. In 1963, the chemical 2,4, D (a commercial
herbicide) was sprayed around observation posts and guard
posts to provide clear fields of fire. Then, in 1967, herbicide
tests were conducted south of the DMZ’s south tape to
determine the parameters for large scale vegetation control.
Authority to use herbicides including Agents Orange and
Blue, Monuron and 2, 4, D was granted in Sep’67 and on
31Mar68 the program, Vegetation Control Program CY68,
was approved for the area between the DMZ south tape and
the Civilian Control Line (basically the Imjin River).
The restrictions were: that defoliants would not be used north
of the southern boundary tape of the DMZ; the chemicals
would not be allowed to drift north of the tape; they wouldn’t
be applied during, or within 12 hours of forecasted, rain;
care was to be taken not to damage food crops; and defoliant
would not be dispersed by aircraft. According to a 1979
Dept. of Defense letter, none of the defoliant was applied by
US personnel and “it is possible that US personnel were
exposed to them but not likely since the herbicides were
applied by hand or trailer-mounted sprayers instead of by
aerial spraying as in South Vietnam.”
Currently the Veterans Administration recognizes the
exposure period 1968-71, but denies any claims prior to
1968. They maintain that the United States did not put Agent
Orange herbicides in “general use” until 1968, but a 1979
Defense Department letter to the VA that cites a pilot Agent
Orange program was conducted by the US in the Korean
DMZ at nine locations in 1967. In January 2016, U.S. Sen.
Richard Blumenthal (D-Conn), along with 14 other Senators,
called on the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to
extend the period of “presumed exposure” to Agent Orange
to provide more veterans who served in the Korean
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) access to critical health care
benefits. One of our members, Eugene J. Clarke, who
served with Co A, 1st Bn, 31st Inf, 7ID (Jan’67-Mar’68) has
been instrumental in getting Sen. Blumenthal involved in this
matter.

American Red Cross
workers who served with
their mobile recreation
units, between Jul’67-
Jul’68, are also claiming
they were exposed to Agent
Orange while operating in
areas treated between
Oct’67-Jun’69. They are
experiencing the same
medical problems that US
military forces who served
along the DMZ suffer.

Clarke at home in
Connecticut.

Please contact your Congressman and Senator and urge them
to support Blumenthal’s efforts. You can also contact Gene
Clarke by email at:  <eclarke71946@icloud.com> for up-
to-date information on how these efforts are progressing in
Congress.

War Memorial Upgrade Plans
The Korean War Memorial in Washington, DC is slated to
be upgraded with a new “wall of remembrance” that will
list the names of the 36,576 Americans killed during the war.
Additionally the number of WIA (103,284), POWs (7,140)
and still MIA (7,846), along with the number of Allied
casualty figures will be detailed.

The reflecting pool at the Korean War Memorial in
Washington, DC.
Korean War veterans have felt that they should be remembered
in much the same way as the Vietnam veterans are
remembered on The Wall. The present Pool of Remembrance,
it is felt, does not convey the sacrifice of the Korean War
veterans.
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Yanks, ROKs Fight Hand-To-Hand to Hold Key Hills
Reds Throw Between 2,000-3,000 Men at Two Ridges

7th Division Forces Battle Way Out of Traps on Pike’s Peak
Stan Carter, Associated Press Staff Writer, 20Oct52
Thousands of Chinese reds tried and failed Sunday night and
early Monday to drive American and South Korean troops
off Triangle Hill and Sniper Ridge.
The reds broke off the fight and dug in north of UN positions
on the two central front hills.
Front-line officers estimated the Chinese threw a full regiment
- between 3,000-3,500 men – at each of the key hills.
An Eighth army briefing officer said it was reported that
probably 2,000 troops fought on Sniper Ridge between dusk
Sunday and daybreak Monday and that another 2,000 fought
on Triangle Hill. But he said he could not vouch for the
estimate and added that the higher figure was probably just
as accurate.
The fight for the hills followed a heavy red artillery, mortar
and rocket barrage and was the heaviest since the Allies
seized the positions last week.
The screaming red attackers surrounded troops of the US 7th
Division on Pike’s Peak, a knob at the northern end of Triangle
Hill, early in their assault, but the Americans broke out in
hand-to-hand fighting and reached their own main lines on
Triangle.
The red attack carried within 300 yards of the crest of
Triangle, but was beaten back in hand-to-hand fighting.
At last reports the reds held Pike’s Peak, but the Americans
were still in control of the rest of the hill mass. By 9 a.m. the
fighting there had decreased to sporadic small arms
exchanges.
The red assault on Sniper Ridge carried to the crest Sunday
night, but the defending South Korean 2nd Division troops
knocked them off again with their bayonets. Fighting on the
ridge ceased shortly after, Associated Press Correspondent
John Fujii reported.

The communists poured nearly 40,000 rounds of artillery,
mortar and rocket fire on the Allied positions just before
their big smash.
Triangle Hill and Sniper Ridge were the targets in an Allied
limited offense launched last week, the first of its kind in
nearly 11 months. The positions are both north of Kumhwa.
The reds struck just before midnight Sunday in their biggest
counterattack on the two bitterly-won Allied position –
captured in five days of bloody fighting between Tuesday
and Saturday.
Two reinforced Chinese regiments speared the drive. A
Chinese regiment normally numbers between 3,000 and 3,500
men.
Sputtering Russian-made Kalasha rockets blazed the way
for the reds. The rockets were fired 50 at a time toward UN
positions. However, Allied officers said the rocket fire was
not very accurate.
South Korean and American troops alike braced for the new
assault during a comparative lull from Saturday morning to
sunset Sunday. In that period the reds contented themselves
with pounding Triangle and Sniper Ridge with artillery and
mortar fire. It was the first time since Tuesday that communist
ground forces did not attack.
Then, after dusk Sunday, the reds began streaming out of
the mountain fastness of towering Papa-San, a height just
north of Triangle Hill which has served as the supply base
and reinforcement center for the reds throughout the six-
day-old action.
About 700 reds were first seen advancing from Papa-San.
Allied artillery and Thunderjet fighter-bombers ripped
their ranks. There were an estimated 150 casualties, but the
Chinese ignored their losses and pressed on.
Editor’s note: This article appeared in The Evansville
Courier, Evansville, IN.
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My Time In The 7th - Rosenfeld
Sam Rosenfeld:  Military Service Time Line
10Mar52 - Enlisted U.S. Army Airborne - and never saw a
parachute!
Jul-Sep’52 - Southwest Signal School, Still Photo training/
Leadership School Cadre at Camp San Luis Obispo, CA.
20Nov52 - Reported to Camp Stoneman, CA. for shipment
to Korea.
Dec’52 - Assigned/served with A Company, 31st Inf Rgt,

Rosenfeld’s “Official US Army
Photographer” ID card.

7th Inf Div. Frozen feet
from 6 hours in open
foxhole, and then on to
“T Bone” and “Iron
Triangle” as rifleman,
BAR man, and .30 cal.
machinegunner, earning
my CIB.
Feb’53 - Assigned to
Photo Section “Best
Photo,” 7th Signal Co,
7th Inf Div as a Combat
Photographer.
11Jun53 - Taking Photos
on Pork Chop Hill.
Jun’53 - TDY to the
Ethiopian Regiment, 7th
Inf. Div as Photo Advisor.
20Jul53 - Promoted to Sergeant.
27Jul53 - Morning of the “Cease Fire,” took photos of the
unauthorized celebration at the MLR was arrested by a Major
for “fraternizing with the enemy.” My ID card reads “Shall
not be interfered with.” And I was released.
25Aug53 - TDY to 8th Army HQ in Seoul for flight school.
04Sep53 - Assigned as Senior Still Photographer.
Sep’53 - Assigned as Division Photo Section Chief.
27Jan54 - To Pusan, S. Korea.
16Feb54 - Marilyn Monroe with the USO, 7th Division.
17Feb54 –Arrived at Camp Stoneman, CA for out-
processing.
19Feb54 – Discharged

Sam Rosenfeld
6570 Kelvin Ave.

Canoga Park, CA 91306

Hofbauer's Korea '58-60
Sp4 Joseph Hofbauer arrived in
Korea in 1958 and left in early 1960.
After arriving at Camp Casey he was
assigned as a photographer in the 7ID
Public Information Office. In the
course of his duties he took hundreds
of photographs, some of which are
seen here. He can be contacted at
<jgvh36@yahoo.com>.

Yvonne De Carlo, one of
the big acts at the
Hourglass Service Club.

LTG Ryan (I Corps) and
MG Pachler (7ID) bet on

who will win the big
football game.

7ID
mascot

mule
being

loaded up
for the

game with
I Corps.

7ID
cheerleaders
get in the
swing of
things before
the game.
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My Time In The 7th - McPharlin
Korean DMZ 7th Infantry Division 1968
Daniel McPharlin
Recon Plt., HHC, 1st Bn, 31st Rgt, 7th ID
At Camp Matta one afternoon, I was instructed to take my
jeep and a civilian contractor out to inspect a cement building
being constructed just south of the DMZ barrier fence. I was
armed only with my M-14 rifle and the civilian was carrying
a snub-nose .38 caliber revolver for protection. I asked him
if he would rather be armed with a rifle (M-14) but he said
that his “snubby” would be okay. At that point I felt a little
under-gunned as we drove the dirt roads to the new bunker.
When we got there, he went into some of the unfinished rooms
to inspect them. To see well, I think he had to use his flashlight.
I told him that we should head back before dusk as we could
not see the gun towers at the barrier fence, and our solders
could not see us either. He agreed and we were back in
camp before dark. I am sure he was being well-paid for
working in that area.
Then, one night, I was ordered to take my jeep out to the
DMZ barrier fence and park at an unmanned gate to prevent
anyone from entering the DMZ thru that gate. When I got to
the gate, and parked, I turned the volume on the radio down
very low. It was just me and my M-14 rifle. In a short time,
175mm cannon shells were fired, set to air burst inside the
DMZ.
I was told the battery was about 5 miles away. I could hear
the shells roaring in and then the burst of light and sound
north of the fence. I hoped none of them fell short! After
about half an hour, a radio message said I could return to
Camp Matta. It was very
scary being alone out
there because you never
knew if any North Korean
infiltrators were lurking
about. I wished there had
been as many guys to keep
me company that night as
there are in this jeep!

An Heroic Pilot
Our Publisher, Frank Wadge, lost his father during WWII
while serving as a pilot with the 100th Squadron of the Royal
Air Force. It seems he was quite an accomplished airman.
Both of the events recounted here took place in Feb’44 and
come from official Royal Air Force records.
On the night of 21Feb44, Flight Sergeant Francis Wadge
was captain and pilot of a Lancaster bomber detailed to attack
Stuttgart, Germany. Soon after leaving the target area the
aircraft was heavily damaged when his aircraft collided with
a German twin-engined night fighter. Some 6’ of the Lancaster
bomber’s port wing was ripped away, both the port
propellers were bent, the mid-upper turret was shattered and
some other important parts of the bomber’s structure were
damaged. Considerable height was lost and Flt Sgt Wadge
gave orders to prepare to abandon the aircraft.
However, he succeeded in regaining control and promptly
informed his crew that he intended to try to reach England.
His efforts were successful and, in the face of great difficulty
effected a masterly landing at Ford airfield near the coast,
displaying skill, courage and resolution of a high order. For
his actions Flt Sgt Wadge was immediately awarded the
Distinguished Flying Medal.

On 25Feb44 Flt Sgt Wadge was again flying a mission to
bomb Germany when he became ill and was forced to
abandon the mission. On returning to base he was ordered
back out to sea to jettison his bombs and fuel. Sadly, neither
he nor his crew were ever seen or heard from again.

Wadge (far left) and his crew standing beside their
crippled Lancaster bomber after the 21Feb44 mission.
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Editor’s Perspective
The question of whether we’ll have another reunion remains.
Our membership is declining and getting older with every
passing day. Please read the article on this page concerning
the results of the Reunion Survey. There’s a good opportunity
for a reunion in December 2017 at Joint Base Lewis-
McChord in conjunction with the 100th anniversary of the
Division. But, for that to happen, we will need lots of support
from the membership.
Just looking at the Income Statement, it appears that the QM
store did a fair amount of business during this past 6 months.
Evidently the new shirt design has been a hit with the
membership. Be sure to check out the QM Store merchandise
in this issue.
I always think I’m not getting much feedback in the form of
letters and articles from the membership, but somehow
enough things dribble in before the publication deadline to
fill the issue. Having the active duty 7ID feed me articles
about their activities has really helped fill out the pages.
But, although their information is interesting, it’s not as
interesting as your personal recollections. So, keep those
letters, articles and photographs coming - they are what keep
this newsletter interesting to you all.
One reader complained that not enough coverage was being
given to the portion of our Members who served in the
Defense of Korea, 1954-71. All I can say is, if you send me
material I’ll get it in The Hourglass. Remember - only you
can write your story. I can’t run pieces from your group unless
I receive material from you. Keep in mind that, due to space
constraints, your submission may have to be edited to fit the
space available, or run in several parts.
That wraps it up for this issue.  I hope you all have a great
summer and I’ll “see you” again in December.

Reunion Survey Results
Not Enough Reunion Support

Doug Halbert, Treasurer
In the Winter 2015 edition of The Hourglass, on page 29, the
membership was solicited for input regarding their support
of future reunions, and their preferred locations. The following
is the result of the input received.
The paid membership reported in the last The Hourglass
was 304 and, thanks to a lot of the formerly dues exempt
“Honored” members paying their dues after the change in the
by-laws was announced, our paid membership is up to 483
as of 31Jan16. We actually lost 266 members who had been
paid through June 30, 2015 but failed to renew their
membership.
Of the 483 members currently in good standing, we received
survey responses (see chart below) from only 15 members -
a meager 3.1%! There were 25 locations suggested, and the
location with the largest number of first place votes was
Tacoma (6 members). The other locations with the largest
number of votes overall (first, second or third place) were
Branson, MO and Columbus, GA.
This information has been reviewed by the officers and
Governors and they have come to the following conclusion:
there is insufficient support for a reunion at this time.
The Officers & Governors have instructed the Editor of The
Hourglass to include in each future edition of the newsletter
a request for members to submit their preferences for reunion
sites and their commitment to attend if that site is chosen.
When the membership support is sufficient, a reunion will
be planned.
There were only 15 members who sent in their
preferences for the location of future reunions, and
the choices were:
City Choice    1st choice   2nd choice   3rd choice
Tacoma, WA 6 0 0
Columbus, GA 4 2 1
Branson, MO 3 2 0
All others 2 8 11

Jerry Piller
Hourglass Editor

<hourglass@7ida.us>
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Officers
Name Office Term
Richard A. Patterson President 2015-2017
Ronald R. Levendoski Vice President 2015-2017
Vacant Executive Secretary
Douglas J. Halbert Treasurer 2005-2017
Daniel J. McPharlin Quartermaster 2013-2017
Jerry Piller Hourglass Editor 2009-2017

Governors
George Boggs, Sr. 2007-2019 Henry E. Mills  2013-2019
Richard Hazelmyer 2005-2017 Vilas “Sid” Morris  2007-2019
Ken Mattingly 2009-2017 Richard Steinmetz  2005-2017

7th IDA Booster Club
Summer 2016

Membership Status
Saturday, April 2, 2016

Recruiting Honor Roll
Winter 2015

2017 377
2019 20
2021 1
2023 2
2025 1
2027 2

Associate 64
Complimentary 1
Courtesy 3
Honorary 2
Special 12

Total Members in Good Standing - 485

Submitted by:
Web Site 1
James Clardy 1
Total New Members     2

  Frank Gutierrez
Stephen J. Jesse
Lawrence W. Kittinger
Douglas KCA Lee
Don P. Metzgar
Garland K. Miller

7th IDA Governing Council

Richard L. Osman
Stephen R. Page
Melvin W. Schriefer
Florence Wachtler
Perry V. Whitmore
Harold H. Winer

Total Boosters: 12
Total Received: $720.00

DMZ YouTube Videos
There are a number of videos posted on YouTube that might
be of interest. Just go on the Internet and search for these
titles:
 The 2nd Korean War (incidents ) - 50s-60s
 The 2nd Korean War ( incidents ) - 70s-80s
 The 2nd Forgotten Korean War “ incidents “ 1954-1991
 Korean DMZ Veterans - 1954 to 1991 - DMZ Warriors
There is also a Facebook page: Korea DMZ from 1950 to
present

“Whoever said the pen is mightier than the
sword obviously never encountered
automatic weapons.” MacArthur
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Organization
 Name Address City, State, ZIP     Phone Co/Batt
31st Infantry Regiment Nologe, Jackie S. 3739 Feefee Rd Bridgeton, MO 63044 (314) 630-1023 A
 Page, Stephen R. 4201 Ravenwood Dr Little River, SC 29566 (843) 249-5278 B

Total New Members - 2

New Member List

How I Won The War - Gene Richards
L-19 SHOT DOWN ON JULY 4, 1953, Part I

It has been 63 years
since I served my tour
of duty in Korea, but
I’ll never forget one
event that took place
on 04Jul53.
Around July 1st  (after
flying 219 missions) -
I was told that I would

be receiving my orders to rotate home! As the first few days
of July passed by, the South Korean weather evolved into its
annual monsoon season - rain, rain, and more rain. Most of
our scheduled 2-hour flights that day had to be cancelled.
You had to fly below the clouds to be able to adjust artillery
fire and, at those altitudes, you would be shot down by the
enemy for sure.
But on that July 4th, the weather cleared a bit, and the decision
was made to send up one L-19 to check out the cloud ceilings
and weather along the MLR. The Div Arty Avn Officer, CPT
Weyman Carver, told me that he would prefer me not to
take the mission, as I was “short,” and it made no sense to
take extra chances. I thought about CPT Carver’s words for
a few seconds; then thanked him and told him I would take
him up on his suggestion and let someone else have that
mission!
So, LT James Labor (pilot) and LT Gilbert Pearsall (air
observer) took the mission. Labor and Pearsall took off, and
flew into the extreme western part of our division sector.
Within a few minutes of reaching the MLR, they picked up
enemy ground fire from a Chinese machine gun emplacement.

If the cloud ceiling had been at a normal altitude, they would
have not been flying at that low altitude and small arms fire
would not have even fired at them. They kept going back into
that same area, to “bait” the Chinese machine-gunner, so they
could pinpoint his exact location. Well, they “baited” him
just one time too many, and caught a direct hit on the gas tank
of the L-19, and it immediately burst into flames.
The pilot, LT Labor, quickly turned to tell LT Pearsall to bail
out, but all he could see was flames. Labor realized that
even his chances of getting out of the burning L-19 were
slim, so he bailed out quickly. LT Pearsall went down with
the burning L-19, which crashed behind enemy lines. If he
wasn’t already dead, the crash most surely killed him. He
was listed as KIA (Killed in Action) on 04Jul53. Ironically,
the war was to end about 3 weeks later - 27Jul53.
During the next few days, we kept getting sketchy reports on
what had happened to the pilot. It would be 40-some odd
years later before I would finally learn about the details of
exactly what happened to LT Labor after he parachuted out
of that burning L-19. In fact, I learned the details from LT
Labor himself.
Then, in 2005, my wife and I made a trip to Florida and
stopped off in Mobile, AL, to tour the battleship USS Alabama
and a nearby veterans memorial park. There, in the Korean
War Vets Memorial Park, was a beautiful, polished granite
wall with the names engraved of all the Alabama vets who
had paid the ultimate price in Korea. There on that polished
granite wall, I found the name of my old Buzz Air Section
Air Observer:  GILBERT B PEARSALL, 1st LT, 48th FA
BN, 7th Inf Div; KIA 04Jul53; from Tuscaloosa, AL.
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Today's 7ID

Commander’s Corner
MG Thomas James, Commanding General, 7th Infantry
Division

We continue to build a team of
Army Professionals that are ready
to fight and win in a complex
world. Our Soldiers are fully
engaged across the globe.
The Division Headquarters
element in Afghanistan continues
to do great things to support the
Afghanistan Security Forces in
Kandahar and Helmand
Provinces.

The Lancer Brigade, 2-2 SBCT, just finished its rotation at
the National Training Center in Fort Irwin, CA and prepares
for a Pathway deployment in June. The Ghost Brigade
recently completed exercise Cobra Gold in Thailand, and
are currently consolidating in Korea for Exercise Foal Eagle.
The Thunderbolt Brigade (17th FAB), recently deployed
batteries to support missions in Kuwait and Iraq. The 16th
Combat Aviation Brigade recently finished Exercise
Lightning Strike in Hawaii.
Recently I had the opportunity to take part in a recognition
ceremony for volunteers across the Division, and thank our
Soldiers, civilians and family members who dedicate their
time and effort to serve the community and our Army families.
It speaks volumes to the adaptability of our forces, and I
could not be more proud of those Bayonet Soldiers who
conduct these complex and demanding missions. We truly
are a Team of Teams in every aspect.

Rising Thunder Mortar Training
SSG Steven Schneider, 5th  Mobile Public Affairs Det.
Rising Thunder is an annual bilateral exercise involving
Japanese and US forces that, this past year, involved soldiers
from 4th Bn, 23rd Inf Rgt, 2nd Stryker Bde Combat Team,
2nd Inf Div and the 33rd Inf Rgt, 10th Div, Japan Ground
Self Defense troops in a live fire mortar exercise at the
Yakima Training Center.

Japanese troops brace themselves and cover their ears
when firing their mortar. Photo: SSG Schneider
The US and Japanese forces fired their 120mm mortars from
different platforms, but were able to use the event to learn
from each other. “The Japanese, the way they fire is kind of
like our old way,” said 1LT Eric Van Den Heuval, mortar
platoon leader in 4th Bn, 23rd Inf. The bilateral event allowed
the mortar men from each country to bounce techniques off
of each other and, even using different weapons, they were
able to share knowledge. “The mission gave the troops hands-
on experience, which there is no replacement for,” said Van
Den Heuval.
“I think we were able to help them at laying their guns [aiming
the mortars],” said PFC Devon Moll, mortar man in 4/23
Inf. “We were able to help them aim their guns faster.”
“Coming out and firing live, we get to do more than just
going through the steps,” said PFC Jameson O’Connell,
mortar man in 4/23 Inf. “There’s no replacement for physically
doing something.”

HQ, 7th Inf Div
Bldg. 4290

9th Division Drive (Lewis Main)
Joint Base Lewis-McChord, WA  98433
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2nd Bde, 2nd ID Tackles
Yakima

SGT Sinthia Rosario, 5th Mobile Public Affairs
Detachment

An AH-64 Apache helicopter of the 16th Combat Aviation Bde fires
on targets during the exercise. Photo: SGT Rosario

Soldiers scurried around an M777 howitzer
(155mm), some barking orders, others slamming
rounds into the tube. The ground shook as multiple
artillery rounds hit unseen targets down range. The
2nd Bde, 2nd Inf Div, based at Joint Base Lewis
McChord, led this effort during an coordinated joint
air attack training exercise with elements from the
Army, Navy and Air Force at the Yakima Training
Center, WA. The training was the culminating
exercise for the Brigade in preparation for its
rotation at the National Training Center, CA, in
Jan’16. The month-long training was part of a series
of exercises to prepare the Brigade for Pacific
Pathways, which is designed to bolster readiness
while strengthening partnerships with Pacific
nations.
Having the chance to bring these assets into motion played
an important role in a successful mission. “We’re essentially
executing a brigade-deep fight with our enablers,” said COL
Jerry A. Turner, commander of 2nd Bde, 2nd Inf Div. “This
exercise takes more than just our Brigade; it takes the total
force here at JBLM.” The Brigade and its counterparts
worked together bringing different systems to the fight
including the unmanned aerial system, the High Mobility
Artillery Rocket System.
“This is one of the rare opportunities you get to bring the
whole brigade together before NTC to work company-level
live fires,” said LTC Timothy Mungie, commander of 2nd
Bn, 17th FA Rgt. He added that this live fire was great
because it brought together many elements of the brigade
who normally don’t get the opportunity to work together.
“This certainly is an outstanding professional opportunity
for all the Soldiers across the formation.”

1LT Kenneth Medina, a platoon leader assigned to
C Co, 4th Bn, 23rd Inf Rgt, 2-2 ID (SBCT) escorts a
simulated captured enemy inside a mock village
during an integrated cyber exercise at Joint Base
Lewis-McChord. The training integrates infantry
ground units with cyber, signal and human intelligence
collection capabilities. Photo: CPT Meredith Mathis
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Women in Combat Plan
Authorized

Karen Parrish, condensed from an article in the
Northwest Guardian
On March 10th, Defense Secretary Ash Carter’s decision to
begin integrating women across all occupations and
specialties immediately was announced. Carter “formally
approved the final implementation plans prepared by the
military services and U.S. Special Operations Command to
integrate women into all combat roles.”

Female and male Marines together in an operations
exercise. Photo: USMC

Male and female troops navigating an obstacle
course together. Photo: NW Guardian

This decision was the culmination of years of studies and
reports going back to 2011, when then-Defense Secretary
Leon E. Panetta ordered an examination of all laws and
policies governing the assignment of women in the armed
forces. Performance standards were set upon real-world
operational requirements and the lessons learned in Iraq and
Afghanistan. “As a result, our military will be even better at
finding and training not only the most-qualified women, but
also the most-qualified men, for all military specialties,” he
said.
Carter has said throughout his tenure that the integration
process will mean equal opportunity for, not equal
participation by, women service members.

“Integration provides equal opportunity for men and women
who can perform the tasks required; it does not guarantee
women will be promoted at any specific number or at any
set rate, as adherence to a merit-based system must continue
to be paramount,” the Secretary said. “We have to remember
that it takes decades to grow a general or flag officer, so it
will take time to see these results.”

Soldiers assigned to
46th Avn Support Bn
attach equipment to a
UH-60M Black Hawk
helicopter assigned to
2-158 th Assault
Helicopter Bn during
downed aircraft
recovery team
training at Joint Base
L e wi s -Mc Ch o r d .
Photo: CPT Brian
Harris.
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2nd Brigade’s Iron Chef
Competition

SGT Cody Quinn, 28th Public Affairs Det.
All of 2nd Bde, 2nd Inf. Div’s Battalion commanders
participated in the Brigade’s inaugural Iron Chef
competition on 08Dec15, at the Joint Base Lewis-McChord
Culinary Academy. Eight teams of 3 people, two service
personnel and their battalion commander, competed for
bragging rights and a trophy. Their mission: prepare a 3-
course meal consisting of an appetizer, entrée and dessert.
The smell of cooking chicken permeated the air. Metal bowls
clinked and water burbled amid a frantic rush of activity.
COL Jerry Turner, commander of 2nd Brigade, sliced a
mango for his soup recipe with the careful precision of a
battle-hardened officer.

Eight Sergeants Major from across the battalions dug into
the assorted dishes while scoring them based on taste,
presentation and how well a mystery ingredient (ranging from
feta cheese to eggplant) was incorporated into their menus.

The friendly competition occurred as 2nd Bde, 2nd Inf
Div prepares for a rotation at the National Training
Center, Fort Irwin, CA. “I just wanted to take the
time and thank those who will be feeding us in NTC,”
Turner said.

2nd Bn, 1st Inf Rgt’s chicken bacon sandwich with garlic
potato wedges, potato bacon soup and brownie with
chocolate sauce earned them the trophy this year. They’ll
have the opportunity to defend their title of Iron Chef Battalion
next year.

COL Jerry Turner selects his secret ingredient during
the Iron Chef competition. Photo: SGT Quinn

Private Lives In Yakima
SGT Cody Quinn, 28th Public Affairs Det.
The story is common: a potential soldier walks into a
recruiting station where the recruiter walks the soldier through
their options, tells them about the education benefits, how
they will see the world and shows them a few videos about
how awesome the Army is. The soldier enlists and embarks
on his/her “adventure” as member of the US Army.
These soldiers come from many disparate places - the
humidity of the South, or the desolate areas in the Southwest,
or one of the country’s large metropolitan areas. They come
together for training in harsh environments like the low
swamplands of Fort Polk, LA, or the desert around Fort Irwin,
CA. New soldiers at Joint Base Lewis-McChord get tested
in the barren hills of the Yakima Training Center, WA,
affectionately referred to as “Yakistan.”
YTC is all rolling hills and seas of scrub brush, crisscrossed
with tank trails and wandering tire tracks. The wind whistles
and chills the bones at night. A relentless sun bakes mud into
dust during the day. It is a place of perpetual discomfort - the
perfect place for introducing soldiers to the more austere
aspects of being a professional soldier.
“The mountains here are cool,” said PFC Marquise
Lockhart, a native of Orlando, FL. He’s an ammunition
specialist with the 16th Combat Avn Bde, 7ID. “Being from
Florida, I’ve never seen a place like this.”
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“I was hoping to go overseas, but it’s nice to visit
different states,” said PVT Emanuel Zavala, from
Burbank, CA. He reflected on his training at YTC
with his fellow 1st Bn, 37th FA Bde, 1-2 SBCT, 7ID,
M777 howitzer crew members. “Doing it over and over
gets tedious, but once you start firing it’s all fun,” he said.
Training at YTC is punctuated stasis: long periods of waiting
followed by bursts of excitement. “It’s an incredibly huge
adrenaline rush,” said PFC Joshua Todak, from Uniontown,
PA. He’s an armor crewmember with HHC, 5th Bn, 20th Inf
Rgt, 1-2 SBCT, 7ID. “We ran into a couple of issues, but
we’re pushing through,” he said. “When we fire there’s a
crazy loud explosion and you can hear the shell fall out the
back. It’ll rock you like crazy,” he said with a grin.

16th CAB Pilots Put On Spin
Cycle

CPT Brian Harris, 16th Combat Aviation Bde
As the Army increases its mission in the Pacific,

pilots used to flying over deserts or mountains are suddenly
confronted with open water on all sides, and they have to
prepare for the unique challenges of an emergency in that
environment, and that means "Dunker" training.
Wearing all of their normal flight gear, the pilots learned
how to remain calm in swirling waters even while wearing
blacked-out goggles. Some of the pilots struggled to master
the skills required to safely get out of the simulated aircraft
while it was diving and spinning underwater, but the training
was invaluable. Eventually you’re going to be over the water.
"This makes you more comfortable", said CWO3 Shawn
Witt.

PVT Emanuel Zavala (right) of the 1st Bn, 37th FA, 1-2
Inf, 7ID pulls the firing cord on a M777 howitzer.
Photo: SGT Quinn

“We’re giving them survival skills,” said LCDR David
McEttrick, the director of the Aviation Training Survival
Center at Whidbey Island, “God, you hope they never have
to use it, but if they do, they have it.”
“It was tough. There’s no substitute for being put in the dunker
and being turned upside down and having water up your nose
and then having to find your way out,” said CWO3 Chris
Muir.

A 16th CAB pilot is submerged during water survival
training. Photo: CPT HarrisThe stasis also benefits soldiers. Few things bring people

together like long periods of waiting with no modern
conveniences. “Other than not getting cell phone service,
it’s all right,” Lockhart said. “During our downtime, we bond.
We spend our downtime joking, playing Spades and learning
more about each other’s jobs. Knowing how to do other jobs
makes me more versatile.”
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Final Taps
We remember those whohave left our ranks

Organization          Co/Bat.     Date of Death
  Name
13th Engineer Battalion [C]Kettler, Earl C. Unknown 8/3/201517th Infantry Regiment  Cohen, Samuel A 11/1/2013  Johns, Desmond R. K 9/14/2015  Mayhew, Henry H. Tank 2015  Wasylik, John H 9/2/2015  White, Robert A. I 9/27/2014184th Infantry Regiment  England, Delmar S. C 1/20/201531st Field Artillery Battalion  Mitzman, Newton G. Hq 8/28/201531st Infantry Regiment  Colbert, Alfred D. D 9/22/2015  Higa, David E. I 9/22/2013  Smith, Charles M. G 11/22/2015  Westfall, Pat N. Hvy Mtr & F 10/5/201532nd Infantry Regiment  Bertalan, Frederick Hq & Hq 11/2/2015  Collins, Samuel H. E 4/21/2015  Felt, Carl H. E 2/8/2015  Kendziorski, Steve L Unknown 11/11/201048th Field Artillery Battalion  Martin, Clark C. B 2015  Reed, Robert Hq & Hq 12/8/201549th Field Artillery Battalion  Poerio, James J. B 6/29/2014  Smith, Hugh D. Hq Jan 201457th Field Artillery Battalion  Morales, Joe C 1/20/20167th Medical Battalion  Clarke, Donald C. A 5/18/20157th Signal Co.  Dequaine, Marvin J Signal 9/9/2015Division Headquarters  Costa, Peter D. Artillery 6/8/2011  Kohlbrand, Richard W. Aviation Sec. 10/16/2015UnknownCarlson, Russell L Unknown 6/24/2015

Total 26

Obituary
Charlie Smith, 1934-2015

Former 7IDA governor,
Charlie Smith, died 22Nov15
after suffering a massive heart
attack. Charlie was a 7IDA
governor from 1995-2002.
He quit high school to join the
Ohio National Guard, and
joined the US Army in Jan’52.
He proudly served with the
31st Infantry Regiment, 7th
Infantry Division. He was

wounded in Korea in Oct’52, for which he was awarded the
Purple Heart.
He was active with the Dayton Chapter 31 of the Military
Order of the Purple Heart for many years, serving as Dept.
Commander in 2001-02, Dept. of Ohio Honor Guard
Commander and, most recently, as Sr. Vice-Commander of
Chapter 31. He also was a member of the VFW, DAV, 7th Inf
Div Assn, and the 31st Inf Rgt Assn.
You can view his online obituary notice at:
www.newcomerdayton.com/obituary/110742/Charle-M-
Smith-Jr/Dayton-Ohio
Charlie was buried with full military honors, as per his
wishes. His casket was guarded by members of the Ohio
Purple Heart Honor Guard and, at the grave site, taps and a
21-gun salute were provided by the local VFW.
He is survived by Jo, his loving wife of 38 years; 2 daughters;
a sister; a brother; 2 step-sons; 3 grandchildren, 5 step-
grandchildren, 1 niece and 3 nephews.

 Charles M. Smith, Jr.

Gary Sinise and his foundation feted a group of
WWII veterans at the WWII Museum in New
Orleans. You can see the great video at:

https://www.youtube.com/
embed/l3P15s4zWNQ
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Never Too Old To Serve
Condensed from AARP Bulletin, Nov2015

The military services have age
caps, after which a person
cannot enlist. For the Army it
is age 35; for the Navy, age 34;
for the Marines, age 29; for the
Air Force, age 39; and for the
Coast Guard, age 27. BUT, in
special circumstances, it is
actually possible for someone
past these ages to join one of
the branches of the military.
Most volunteers are either
doctors or dentists, but
volunteers are not restricted to

those professions. They are usually commissioned as field
grade officers (MAJ/LtCmdr, LTC/Cmdr, or COL/Capt) upon
entry.
CPT Sam Carlson was an Army Intelligence officer who
was recalled to duty a number of times after “retiring” in
1987 at the end of 20 years on active duty. The last time was
in 2009 when, at age 62, he was assigned to the 10th Mountain
Division in Afghanistan. He was nicknamed “OCITA” -
Oldest Captain In The Army. He has now gone back to school
using his GI Bill benefits.

 CPT Carlson early in
his Army career.

CPT Carlson in
Afghanistan.

CPT Carlson
after his return

to college.

N. Korean Courage on Display
Submitted by Robert H. Heuerman, Sr.
<cplbobh@citlink.net>

Heavily decorated N. Korean officers.

These N. Korean guys are tough. I don’t
remember any wars they’ve fought in over
60 years, so these medals must be for
heroism in marching, posturing, and Morris
dancing! The 3rd one from the right even
has a medal hanging off his willy!
I think they can easily be defeated with a
giant magnet … unless the medals are
made of cheap Chinese plastic.
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